Introduction

Feminism (n.): Plural

The world changes faster than we can fathom in ways that are
complicated. These bewildering changes often leave us raw. The
cultural climate is shifting, particularly for women as we contend
with the retrenchment of reproductive freedom, the persistence
of rape culture, and the flawed if not damaging representations of
women we're consuming in music, movies, and literature.
We have a comedian asking his fans to touch women lightly
on their stomachs because ignoring personal boundaries is oh
so funny. We have all manner of music glorifying the degradation of women, and damnit, that music is catchy so I often find
myself singing along as my very being is diminished. Singers like
Robin Thicke know "we want it." Rappers like Jay-Z use the word
"bitch" like punctuation. Movies, more often than not, tell the
stories of men as if men's stories are the only stories that matter.
When women are involved, they are sidekicks, the romantic interests, the afterthoughts. Rarely do women get to be the center
of attention. Rarely do our stories get to matter.
How do we bring attention to these issues? How do we do so
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friends and they ask you how you are, don't say "Fine."
They know you're lying and it irritates them and a lot of
time is wasted with the back-and-forth of "Are you sure?"
and "Yes?" and "Really?" and "I AM FINE." Tell your lady
friends the truth so you can talk it out and either sulk companionably or move on to other topics.
11. If four people are dining, split the check evenly four ways.
We are adults now. We don't need to add up what each
person had anymore. If you're high rolling, just treat everyone and rotate who treats. If you're still in the broke stage,
do what you have to do.
12. If a friend sends a crazy e-mail needing reassurance about
love, life, family, or work, respond accordingly and in a
tim~ly manner even if it is just to say, "GIRL, I hear you." If
a friend sends you like thirty crazy e-mails needing reassur· be patient
·
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